INTRODUCTION
Pictures, on the whole, make an excellent tool for studying how the mind is organized in the brain, because, unlike linguistic material, they can tap a broad and diverse range oflong-term semantic memory in both hemispheres. Whereas the left hemisphere specializes in language and the right is severely limited in that area, meaningful pictures have been shown to be processed in both hemispheres. In the present study we used pictures as stimuli to investigate processing of art works as well as hemispheric processing of art works in conjunction with linguistic labels.
Currently, there is remarkable paucity of systematic data about the cognitive and brain mechanisms underlying the perception and production of art works. The work that has been published in the area of art and brain has dealt largerly with comparing pre-and post-brain damage in the same artist (see Gardner, 1974 Gardner, , 1982 or in the area of aesthetic preference in hemi-field testing of normal subjects (e.g., Levy, 1976) .
However, the question of the hemispheric status ofthe way in which different art genres (or styles) treat reality is inherently interesting and theoretically important to neuropsychology, philosophy of art and of language. Here, we controlled the type of pictures used as stimuli by studying "surrealistic" versus "realistic" pictures, all painted by professional artists, because they treat reality in what appears to be diametrically opposed ways: The surrealistic paintings we chose include configurations which violate some physical laws of reality while what the realistic paintings show reflects these laws correctly. The hemispheric status of these two art types has not been studied previously in either normal or brain-damaged populations.
In addition, we were after an aspect of the hemispheric nature of the relationships between language and art. This question, too, has gone largely unstudied systematically. One can certainly find reports and discussions of artists with acquired brain-damage who have become impaired in their language skills but not in their artistic production skills (Alajouanine, 1948; Vajda, 1982) or of artists who have lost their artistic but not their language skills (cited in Schweiger, 1988) , implying that the two could be sub served by separate anatomical and functional systems (see Gardner, 1982, and Schweiger, 1988 , for reviews). Yet, art and language are normally encountered simultaneously in displays of art Cortex, (1989) 25,617-641 
